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For more on how Info-Tech Consulting Services can help ensure your organization has  
a plan in place for disasters big and small, please contact 

Keith Wark (consulting@infotech.com ) or Reiaz Somji (rsomji@infotech.com) 

BUSINESS CONTINUITY & RESILIENCY
Ensuring Your Organization Is Prepared to Endure Certain Disaster 

In the Wake of Disaster, Our Custom BCPs Will Enable Your Organization To:

 � Survive disaster
 � Minimize downtime
 � Mitigate financial impact 

 

 � Retain customers 
 � Establish trust with customers
 � Resume service faster 

 � Align to audit and board requests
 � Maintain your reputation

Consider This:

45% of service interruptions 
that went beyond a business’ 
maximum downtime guidelines 
were caused by hardware and 
software issues.

Only 12% were caused by major 
disasters...but that doesn’t mean 
your organization shouldn’t be 
prepared.

Our Approach: How Info-Tech Consulting Enables Continuity & Resiliency

Define data recovery plan (DRP) scope, status, 
and dependencies
Understand management team structure, 
as well as internal/external crisis 
communications plans
Pinpoint current recovery time objectives 
(RTOs), priorities, and sequences for critical 
business departments and processes
Perform risk assessment of assets, facilities, 
and business dependencies to quantify 
disaster threats
Identify gaps in the recovery workflow

Identify and document business resilience 
and business continuity (BC) strategies
Confirm BC strategies available to the 
organization
Develop BC incident response and damage 
assessment procedures
Build resilience and recovery strategies 
customized to business needs
Outline incident response strategy, plans, 
and procedures

Publish BC guiding principles, policies, 
strategies, activities, and procedures 
Assist BC management team in determining 
the most effective method for ensuring 
internal ownership, management, and 
sustainability of BC program
Facilitate development of plan for regular 
testing and exercising of the BC plans

Analysis Strategy Delivery

Info-Tech Research Group Inc. is a global leader in providing IT research and advice. Info-Tech’s products and services combine 
actionable insight and relevant advice with ready-to-use tools and templates that cover the full spectrum of IT concerns.  
© 1997-2020 Info-Tech Research Group Inc.

Whether it’s a small unexpected event that interrupts business operations briefly or a larger scale 
catastrophe that may take weeks – even months – to recover from, disaster happens. Though 
you can’t control when, where, or what happens, you can control your company’s resiliency and 
preparedness. IT disaster recovery plans (DRP) and business continuity plans (BCP) refer to the 
actions taken by the entire organization in response to these incidents. 

IT owns DRP and the business owns BCP, but they’re both essential aspects of enterprise risk 
management and the overall resilience of your organization. 

Info-Tech’s Consultants Build 
Strategies to Enable Your 
Organization to Weather 
Unforeseen Disasters.
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